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3.
Rethinking
Retail

Universal Design Studio’s Satoshi Isono and AKQA Chief
Strategy Officer for APAC Sam Sterling share their thoughts on the
continually evolving face of physical retail and how China is leading
the charge — showcasing that micro-formats, digital interfaces and
a wider adoption of in-store app-based interactions can provide
the best testing ground for inventive customer experiences and
future successes.
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The Argument for Physical
Spaces and Why We Still
Need Them
As technology continues to change
the way we shop, brands must also
continue to search for new and innovative ways to attract people into their
brick-and-mortar stores. The question is,
why should we still care about physical
retail? Surely by the time Generation
Alpha is shopping (those born after
2010) we will all be digesting our lives
in an end-to-end digital cycle?
It’s not only traditional retailers who are increasingly fighting against the convenience of online shops,
social media platforms, and virtual marketplaces.
Digital brands themselves can see the virtue in trying
to connect with customers IRL, and though the gamble
is big, when executed well they can help brands secure
genuine consumer loyalty that in turn translates into
sizable revenue.
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With highstreets that are slowly waning, a new
opportunity arises — to breathe new life into a once
formulaic experience, renewing the purpose and focus
of businesses in town and city centres. The challenge
now is to keep spaces fresh while allowing them to
continuously adapt to changing consumer expectations, given the pace at which digital experiences
evolve — physical retail experiences must also have
a level of flex and change built into its designs.
Brick-and-mortar stores must provide an incredibly
compelling experience, it needn’t just be an alternative to the digital experience but rather something that
can enhance consumer interest, even if this leads back
to a digital transaction.

How can businesses build their audiences and
create meaningful exchanges with consumers within
retail environments? How can stores become zones
of brand loyalty, places of community and a space to
foster brand relationships?
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There is increasingly a sense of belonging that
comes with a retail environment. Going into a physical
store now provides the opportunity to be able to show
that you are part of a brand’s ethos or lifestyle. When a
brand has the right cache, consumers want to outwardly
show that they are a part of that ecosystem. In order to
capitalise on this, brands create ancillary spaces that
allow these activities to flourish and take centre stage
—from Starbucks creating ‘Reserve’ stores championing the art of coffee-making and more bespoke/craft-led
practices to New Balance in Shanghai which boasts
an in-store running track. These are environments that
successfully increase dwell time, repeat visitation and
allow people to see and be seen, brushing shoulders
with likeminded people and ‘living’ the brand — a way
to be part of a ‘tribe’.

“...Going into a physical
store now provides the
opportunity to be able to
show that you are part of
a brand’s ethos or lifestyle”
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Aesthetics Versus
Experience — the
Importance of Ambience

Historically, visual merchandising
has been the central component when
dictating the interiors of retail, selling
products via visually oriented design.
But what happens when we evolve the
auditory and broader ambient features?
Sound design is a powerful tool that
allows for strong sensory-driven interactions. With this comes the potential
for voice recognition systems and audio
cues to play a huge role in reshaping
retail by providing tailored support and
feedback.
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Beyond sound, smell and lighting could be woven
into design thinking. These are common tools used
in exhibitions and could be employed to tell a story in
a shop, leading the customer on a branded journey
to uncover a number of things — from overarching
brand ethos to understanding how a product is made
or where it comes from. With the evolution of ambient
technology, sound design can take shape in any form —
coming from the most benign of objects. This is another
avenue for creating a bespoke or unexpected approach,
by considering whether there are new product archetypes that could house this technology and if these can
have more significance to an individual brand’s identity.

“Sound design is a powerful
tool that allows for strong
sensory-driven interactions.”
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Creating Newness,
the Shop Front and
Physical Space

Our experiences over the past few
years have been shaped by a global pandemic and economic uncertainties - we
have learnt to live away from real-life
experiences. Brands need to be willing
to create not only an extremely compelling case, but generate ongoing newness
if they want customers to return. A
seemingly obvious backdrop in which to
explore this is via the shopfront. Window
displays often act as the tangible face
of a business. They are vital pieces of
infrastructure that help companies stay
relevant and create foot traffic as shoppers traverse the high street.
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Many retailers collaborate with designers to create
exciting and welcoming shopfronts. These often stylish
and distinctive installations act as a point of interaction
between prospective visitors and brands. Hermes is
renowned for its spectacular window displays which
attract visitors far and wide. From intricate paper jungles
to carefully quilled mushrooms, the French luxury
design house uses the window display as eye-catching
sites of experimentation. “In the future physical spaces
will be as dynamic as their digital counterparts through
the aid of technology.” — Sam Sterling.

“...brands can fuse new
virtual technologies with
in-person experiences to
create inventive shopfronts.”
As Satoshi puts it, ‘in the future, the shopfront will
no longer be developed solely by designers but could
provide the opportunity for consumers to engage more
with a company by being a part of the design process.’
By rethinking the functionality of window displays,
brands can fuse new virtual technologies with in-person
experiences to create inventive shopfronts.
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By opting for more digital features in a physical
environment, companies can also minimise waste and
quickly turn around new designs. In the digital world,
websites are continuously swapping out parts for interactive elements to drive sales and this can be something
physical retail spaces could employ to ensure there is
a desire to return time and time again.
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Digital and Physical —
Comrades Not Cannibals

So how do we craft an ‘innovative’ or ‘unique’ experience? We know
that the first step is something that
cannot be matched by a laptop or your
smartphone but an experience that
could be enhanced by the tech that has
made it difficult to succeed. By providing
consumers with tailored product recommendations and bespoke interactions,
AI may be the tool to unlock revolutionary in-person retail experiences.
Integrating digital touchpoints into
physical stores can help enhance
shopping experiences giving brands
a well-needed edge over online retailers.
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These digital touchpoints should be able to
infiltrate our personal tech devices, Satoshi notes
that “an easy win is to connect retail spaces
to established third-party messaging services,
something that China market is leaps and bounds
ahead in doing.”

A pioneering example of this is the L’Oréal
Concept Store in Shanghai. Located in a hyper-busy
shopping district, the space is an impressive mix of
highly personalised online and offline experiences.
From bike riding through the lavish streets of Paris
to getting your ideal beauty regimen based on your
skin type, the store captures the virtual world in
a physical space, and most-importantly, in a way that
only a physical experience could. Boasting interactions
with well-known beauty opinion formers and influencers via livestream, the store encourages the use of
China’s leading messaging service WeChat through
the L’Oréal mini-program which allows shoppers to
engage with L’Oréal once they have left the building,
join loyalty programs, and help the brand gather key
data on consumer preferences.
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As customers enter the store, their face is scanned,
and analysed by software which provides them with
a printed report about the condition of their skin and suitable product recommendations, along with a coded key.
By inserting this bespoke key into various stations
throughout the store, shoppers are provided with a
hyper — personalised experience based on the condition
of their skin and the associated product recommendations. Purchases in the space are facilitated through
a companion mobile experience. As customers exit the
store, recycling the coded key is rewarded with the gift of
a sample-sized skincare routine. Details of the experience
are stored in the customer’s profile for follow-up and reference in future visits. By merging physical and digital
elements, the L’Oreal Concept Store delivers an innovative
omnichannel environment and a riveting example of the
future of retail.
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Another store that cleverly blends physical and
digital realms is the Burberry Shenzhen Store in China.
This retail building invites customers to interact with
the British luxury brand in person and on social media.
Designed in collaboration with tech giant Tencent, the 5,800
square foot shop uses a special WeChat mini-program
(an app that lives within the WeChat ecosystem) to create
bespoke experiences. Consumers can try on items,
make appointments, and learn about the latest products
whilst also scanning product QR codes to view exclusive
digital content that is only accessible in store.

“Gamifying shopping
experiences in this way
is another tool being
employed to reach
an ever-savvy new
generation of consumers.”
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“These innovative
digital services have
helped Burberry develop
deep and meaningful
relationships with a new
customer base.”

As shoppers progressively engage with Burberry,
they are gifted with social currency which unlocks a customisable animal avatar. Customers are rewarded with
new outfits for this character and exclusive café menu
items as they engross themselves with the luxury brand.
Gamifying shopping experiences in this way is another
tool being employed to reach an ever-savvy new generation of consumers. These innovative digital services have
helped Burberry develop deep and meaningful relationships with a new customer base.
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The Renaissance of
the Shopping Mall

“If it is to survive, the traditional mall
concept will evolve to be increasingly
lifestyle-oriented, acting more in the
role of the ‘third space’ in people’s lives,
less focused on being a one-stop retail
destination” — Sam Sterling. Depending on where you are in the world, the
purpose of the mall, its success and
even its very definition is wildly variable. Conceived as multi-use spaces that
have as much relevance for families or
large groups of trend-focussed teens,
malls can be interesting spaces when
executed thoughtfully.
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Beyond retail, they can contain gyms, cinemas,
restaurants and even spas allowing for a diverse range
of mix-used zones of interaction. In the western world,
their heyday was focussed on retail and hospitality, a trip
to the mall was a weekly event, taking up a large part of
your weekend and a much-enjoyed social activity. Over
the decades, their popularity has declined due to a lack
of adaptability and change in format, but in marketplaces
such as China, a constant flurry of imaginative and
ambitious designs has kept the mall at the forefront of
not only retail experiences, but a focal point for lifestyle.
A mall is as much a place for shopping as it is for health
and wellbeing, socialising and residing.

“If it is to survive, the
traditional mall concept will
evolve to be increasingly
lifestyle-oriented”
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K11 Art in Shanghai was an early example of this.
Completed in 2013, the mall fuses art with nature and
humanity to create forward-thinking shopping experiences
including exhibitions from the likes of impressionist
painter Claude Monet (which attracted 350,000 guests),
site-specific installations, the inclusion of a small piglet
farm and has an onsite vegetable garden. Alongside this
sits a robust app, K11 GO, which hosts dynamic social
media content across WeChat and Weibo, including
posts, livestreams and insights. Equally impressive
is the recently opened Taikoo Li Qiantan, focussing
on a wellness-themed experiential shopping concept.
The rooftop features a 450-metre ‘sky loop’ for people
to walk and run on with advanced technologies keeping
track of your movements through facial scanning.
AI-backed locker rooms and showers are also installed
along the route. Green spaces take centre stage in the
development with retailers such as Louis Vuitton having
standalone pop-up spaces that are envisioned amongst
lawns with nature motifs.
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”The rooftop features
a 450-metre ‘sky loop’
for people to walk and
run on with advanced
technologies keeping
track of your movements
through facial scanning.”

What can the west take from these learnings?
With so many unused spaces in existing malls and
a range of mall buildings in decline, an opportunity
exists to rethink what a modern mall is— much in line
with its China counterparts.
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Opportunity knocks
in micro-format retail

Physical stores are the tangible
embodiment of a brand, and can be critical to cementing a company’s ethos and
identity. As a result, brands often pride
themselves on having grand flagship
stores designed by famous creatives.
While elegant eye-catching architecture
can allure customers, the initial interest is often short-lived. Retailers need
to rethink how these spaces operate on
an ongoing basis and create a strong
connection with the local context that
continues to stay fresh. Expansive brick
and mortar stores cannot simply be elegant structures that do not speak to the
community and are only visited once in
a lifetime.
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With the closure of many large department stores
due to the pandemic and the digitalisation of the retail
market, micro-format retailing has rapidly grown in
popularity. Designed as a model that allows brands to
be inventive at a small-scale, these boutiques, pop-ups,
and storefronts use a wealth of downsized techniques
to attract consumers. More and more businesses are
now opting for physical spaces with small footprints
such as pop-up shops, to-go models, or even ornate
vending machines. “The commercial use of small pop-up
spaces has always been of interest for emerging brands
but is now of growing interest to those that are more
established, providing a way to be agile and more creative
with lower costs and smaller time frames” Satoshi Isono.

“The commercial use of
small spaces has always
been of interest for
emerging brands.”
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Pop-ups are a popular temporary alternative to
long-term physical stores that allow companies to delay
expensive fit-out costs and landlords to generate money
by unlocking vacant sites and even test new locations.
Many small businesses use the pop-up format to stand
out from the crowd and boost the idea of exclusivity —
a feeling increasingly popular for customers.

Countless e-commerce companies are now experimenting with pop-ups as they provide a much lower
risk than big flagship stores and can be created in
a more efficient timeframe. By utilising small-scale
spaces, businesses pay less rent, don’t need to employ
large amounts of staff, and have a smaller area to fill.
Furthermore, by having less stock in the store there is
more room for innovation, providing the opportunity
to focus more on experience-driven ideas. That said,
these spaces are more transient, and so the challenge is
for designers to ensure that brand identities are cemented
clearly and quickly within the experience.
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For luxury brands pop-ups can be effective as it allows
them to do something out of the ordinary. They are also
effective in building buzz on social media platforms as
people are more likely to rush to temporary structures
than permanent buildings. While most pop-ups are in
high-traffic locations, they can also provide opportunities
to venture to unconventional sites with minimal cost
and risk which in turn can give companies a creative
edge. ‘Feels like Prada’ did just this, taking over unused
locations in key cities to launch Prada’s F/W 22’ campaign,
Prada covered the facades of several buildings with the
signature geometric patterns included in new collections
designed by co-creative directors Miuccia Prada and
Raf Simons. In addition Prada worked with local bakeries,
food markets and florists on a branded giveaway at each
location.

”For luxury brands pop-ups
can be effective as it allows
them to do something out
of the ordinary.”
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Another route to micro-formats is to understand
the products customers want, allowing companies
to substantially reduce the footprint of retail spaces.
We are already seeing big companies such as IKEA and
Target eschew their expansive shops and downscaling.
Equally, looking into the products that consumers
want in specific areas or neighborhoods allows for the
dismantling of larger offerings to create smaller and
more community-focused micro-formats in specific
localities. In this regard, the micro-format does not
only service a community but positively contributes
to it, adapting its offering as local needs and desires
change — something that is easier to evolve at a
smaller scale — and creating genuine value and loyalty,
which is more achievable when at a closer proximity
and gathering data within a smaller geographical area.
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In the future micro-format retail will be about providing a kit of parts that retailers can quickly use to
create physical spaces, allowing companies to set up
small-scale spaces in a matter of hours. Brands would
also quickly be able to access digital inventory systems
so that they could set up small stores. Mini-programs
could also be employed to help facilitate payments.
Additionally, by accessing data on consumers, businesses
would be able to quickly understand user engagement
and configure their space based on foot traffic. Interactive
screens and influencer live streaming station services
could also help activate these small structures.

H&M is well-known for their large footprint shops,
but for their Looop store in Stockholm, Universal Design
Studio and AKQA created a small-scale space that brings
together retail concepts with the technology that sits
behind it. Boasting a pioneering garment-to garment
recycling system, the store celebrates the process of
making the final product. By breaking down unwanted
clothing into yarn, a machine combines it with new
material to create a new garment. Blending interior
design with digital experience, AKQA developed educational displays, ASMR sound waves, and an in-store
app that helps lead consumers on an immersive journey.
This down-sized shop allows shoppers to learn about the
future of manufacturing technology alongside part of the
lifecycle of a garment.
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This idea of ‘consumer learning’ has been adopted
in many contemporary retail environments including
those from tech-giant Apple. Today at Apple is an in-store
and online initiative where customers can pick up skills,
experiment, and learn about Apple products. From photography to music, these sessions connect consumers
with experts, established voices, and emerging creatives,
as well as creating a community hub of like-minded people.
Beyond the physical experience, Today at Apple creates stickier customers and brand advocates who
have improved product knowledge and in turn greater
product usage For those who are yet to be customers,
stumbling upon a Today at Apple session in stores is an
opportunity for discovery and creates a reason to buy.

”This idea of ‘consumer
learning’ has been adopted
in many contemporary retail
environments...”
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Conclusion

Today the concept of retail is much
more expansive than it has ever been.
Shops solely being places where goods
are stocked, displayed, then sold is
a thing of the past. Consumers crave
personalisation and customised experiences, buying into a brand and its sense
of community. To succeed, retail cannot
solely be about buying a product.
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Whether your product is a packet of gum, a lipstick,
the latest sneaker drop, or a car, simply providing
a space to conduct the transaction is clearly less
and less sufficient - the modern world provides a
host of faster, simpler, more convenient alternatives.
Retailers of all forms who will win in the future will offer
a deeply compelling alternative.

While the explosion of online shopping may have
put pressure on brick-and-mortar retailers, now is an
exciting time to rethink retail. Companies need to think
about the changing, and challenging, the functionality
of their retail spaces. Now more than ever businesses
need to understand what brick and mortar environments provide to customers. They must also think about
how online platforms, social media, and immersive
virtual interactions can create experience loops that
keep people coming back time and time again.
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Data and social media
Currently, we are seeing a huge shift from retail
being transactional to relational. In China, there is a
clear rise in the integration of WeChat mini-programs in
physical environments and this will soon be a thing the
western world attempts to adopt. Utilising social media
and messaging services is a great way for businesses to
track shopper engagement, user behaviour and grasp
shopper preferences. Data driven analysis will allow
brands to adapt to user requirements. Furthermore,
by understanding customers better, brands will more
likely be able to provide an alluring alternative to the
emerging digitally-driven status quo.

”In China, there is a clear
rise in the integration of
WeChat mini-programs in
physical environments...”
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Community
Future retail environments must be both dynamic
and experimental. They must create a strong sense of
community, bring people together and speak to the
local context. In the future brick and mortar stores
will become civic spaces that contribute to their
communities. Malls and shopping centres will be places
where art and culture meet entertainment and retail
and will no longer be sterile buildings that do not relate
to their surroundings. Traditional malls have typically
faced ‘inwards’ focussed on consumer experiences
once over the threshold and less about the exterior.
One key opportunity for change is to turn this on
its head, to instead look at malls facing ‘outwards’,
maximising street frontage, creating public areas for
exchange and interaction and utilising sites for lifestyle
activities.

Learning Hubs
Retail spaces will continue to be spaces of learning. Customers will need to feel as if they have
learned or gained something from visiting in-store.
Brands will invite experts, professionals, and practitioners to come in and share their expertise and knowledge
with visitors, imparting invaluable insights and unique
experiences. Learning will manifest both physically or
digitally through livestreams, lectures, and workshops.
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Collaboration
The future of retail is collaborative. The designers
of retail spaces will be teaming up with a wealth of
different disciplines to create engaging and immersive
environments. Weaving together, lighting design,
digital experiences, and sound to create enthralling
interactions. By working collaboratively brands will be
able to keep up with the market demand and quickly
evolve to meet ever-changing consumer needs.
Staff and visitors will also be viewed as collaborators
and will help to create in-store experiences.

Smaller Spaces
Retail will also change by leveraging small unused
zones and creating interest in vacant sites. Unlocking
overlooked sites by bringing interesting exhibitions,
performances and other ‘live’ activities to customers.
Large stores will be downsizing to provide intimate and
hyper-personal experiences. In the future pop-ups will
be used more frequently to quickly set up shops and
to celebrate a brand’s community.
Interaction, experience, brand loyalty, technology
and adaptability lie at the heart of how best to create
successful retail spaces and these are the key checkpoints in how best to rethink it.
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